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THURSDAY NIGHT CALL

TO LISTEN TO THIS CALL:
● GO TO BBS RADIO 2 & SCROLL DOWN THE SCHEDULE UNTIL YOU REACH FRIDAY NIGHT.
● CLICK ON “HARD NEWS ON FRIDAY” & THE INFORMATION PAGE WILL COME UP.
● UNDERNEATH THE PICTURE OF THE GALAXY AND THE LOTUS, YOU WILL SEE A BLUE BOX WITH THE WORDS
PROGRAM ARCHIVES.
● CLICK ON THAT BOX TO GET TO THE LISTING OF PROGRAM ARCHIVES.
● YOU CAN DOWNLOAD THE PROGRAM TO YOUR OWN COMPUTER OR LISTEN DIRECTLY.

Phone Numbers:

Law of One
530 – 413 – 9537 [line 1]
530 – 763 – 1594 [line 2]
530 – 646 – 4187 [line 3]
530 - 487 - 1043 [line 4]

BBS Toll Free

888-429-5471

Skype:

BBSradio2

Host:

Toll Free in North America

MariettaRobert

Opening Meditation: AngelSu
Mayan Calendar:

Rainbird

20th Thurs: 10 MANIK – halfway through the core of the 13th round of the 7 glyphs; in these days, the past
and the future are flowing into the NOW. 10 is manifestation of intent and the clearer our intentions,
the more manifestation. Manik is the healing hand, healing ourselves and others; healer of human
kind – good day to do our work here – NESARA now.
21st Fri: 11 LAMAT – Summer Solstice. Lamat is the stargate; 11 is sound of dissonance and change.
Lamat is about the illuminatior of human kind. Recognize that we have the power to see beyond.
22nd Sat: 12 MULUC Muluc is the moon; telepathic communications; surrender self-doubt. 12 is the
crystal clear understanding to use that powerful energy.
23rd Sun: 13 OC Finish the wave of Etznab. Oc is the dog and embracing unconditional love in our lives,
healing the pain of the past. Loyalty to human kind.
24th Mon: 1 CHUEN A new wave in Chuen, the monkey – 1 is magnetic, receiving, healing. Monkey –
magical artistry comes into play
25th Tues: 2 EB Eb is the healer; about the enlightenment of human kind, activating cosmic awareness. 2
is polarity, stability
26th Wed: 3 BEN Skywalker – focus on journey to continually be better ourselves
27th Thurs: 4 IX Ix is the shaman, visionary aspect, the Jaquar; crystal clarity of form when we come
back next Thursday
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Astrology: Annie Rose
● MR asks us to join in a healing for her: had a slight stroke 3 days ago, there have been no real physical
effects except maybe a slight droop to one eyelid; taking it easy at the moment; we ask for the healing
energies that assist her to bring her back to vibrant good health.
● Today has been such an interesting day: so much fluctuation and change – had a 2 nd guest to replace
Annie Rose and his phone is acting up, so he cannot come either.
Hard News
T&R: Greetings! Their fax machine has been sent back to CA for the 2nd time – need some volunteers to
help, as the money they received went to the postage. R is low on gas, as well.
R: Things are so highly charged right now; the solstice happens 11:04 MDT tonight
R: as things unravel at the moment, it's touch and go: this is a private conversation and we love to lie!
● We are all being listened to no matter wherever we are, until Edward Snowden, Bradley Manning
and Julian Assange can walk down Broadway Avenue without being arrested, none of us are free.
● Condolences to family of Michael Hastings: it was a hit, he was getting ready to talk to Julian Assange's
lawyer in order to help Edward Snowden.
● The real traitors are those who get millions of dollars on the MS Media
● Those speaking truth to power are . . .
● R called up Ed Schultz today: what are the real issues here? More to come out about 9/11,
Assange, Manning
● Maybe Bernie Sanders is the only good member of Congress left: the only one who has taken no
bribe money from anyone, ever!
● What about Al Franken, Barbara Lee? Our Congress is bought and paid for, courtesy of the state of
terrorism called Israel. Iran, Hezbollah; none of this is the real story, only Israel – all wrapped up in what
is not being brought forward by the media
R: fit to be tied with what is happening; he called Ed out on this today – about Snowden, Hastings –
● Ed said it is an on-going investigation and I cannot comment.
● The actor who played Tony Soprano died yesterday at 51 – on vacation in Italy with his son
● R suspicious about this: there are patterns going across this pattern: 51 yrs, had a heart attack
● Randi Rhodes did a whole program about The Soprano
● Chris Matthews did an interview with Jeff Daniels The Newsroom about the actor – too many
coincidences having to do with the coup unravelling in front of us
why can't we get the DREAM act passed?
T: putting in extras: want to increase the length of the fence & other things – no intentions to pass the Act
● The Dream Act is trashed in its current form – has to do with the obstruction going on:
T: who ever heard of waiting for 13 years and working for 365 days in a row with no break - no vacations or
anything - and, if you take a day off, you lose your spot in the line for applying for citizenship
T: DREAM Act – supposed to allow 11+ million immigrants who did not come to US “lawfully” - yet among
them are many kids who came as babies with their parents; some want them deported too Randi Rhodes: what is the difference between the wall that separates Israel and Ramallah, and the wall
that separates the US and Mexico – NONE. Also want to put drones on these borders
T: All these roadblocks are about just want to get their way, that's all
R: the Sirian Commander and the Forces of Light – as Tom the RTCAT: At a certain point, a signal will be
given and it will be interesting how the media will handle it
● What happens when Morning Joe gets called on his stuff, and his partner Minca Brezinski
● What R keeps getting told: Stand your ground in the right way
● Rev Al said today that Mr Zimmerman will have a tough time, as there is no question that the voice
screaming of his life is that of Trayvon Martin
● the jury has been chosen
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Tom the RT Cat: Bernanke is NOT in Charge of the FED – THE FED IS D.E.A.D.
The Fed has been absorbed into the Treasury under Geitner- also scary;
They are playing like Bernanke is still in charge WHICH IS A LIE!
● The market has fallen 300+ points – Max Keiser is a hoot today!
● Everywhere we turn – the stories are about our brothers and sisters, and revelation of information, and the

unravelling of the matrix
● China closed their markets today – China is collapsing and as it goes down, WalMart goes too
Randi Rhodes: because of the issues going on here: are people going to want to pay $30 for a salad?
● This has to do with people getting a good wage: $22 / hour!
MR: questions from everyone: when will NESARA come – yet she realizes no answer can be definite
● It's about the global re-set of the currency; the information is that all is moving forward: all happens with
NESARA
T: Those at the high end receiving $ will have it completely cancelled if they receive it before NESARA is
announced
● these ones receiving will be arrested and going to jail – they will lose the money, too.
● This will not be paid through this organization.
● The only thing that is happening: the $10 million is for each person provided each person has been thoroughly
vetted and has the wisdom to delegate authority and get things done
● when the value of everything is re-indexed [one month after the announcement], that $10 M will be
worth $100 million – a big deal. So there will be no re-indexing of those dinars
● So it is like those who put their money into the programs – receipts were given out but will not get that
back as well as the $10 M
● The money is for helping others – the spiritual guideline is to lead a peaceful, simple loving life Read Matthew 25 to understand where we are going: it's about spiritual economics – beyond organized
religion
● As a result of Dr Keshe's inventions: No phone bill, gas bill, computer bill, utility bill and we will still have the $10
Million worth $100 M - there is still in place that for people who are not quite prepared to handle this:
they will be removed to other planetary systems – there are 80 billion other planets in this system so lots
of places to go depending on level of development
● There will be those taken by Mother to Dracos to be tried for intergalactic war crimes & crimes
against humanity
● Others to Herculobos
● No other programs will be paid out in any way, including the Freedom Club and others
● Only paid out by Faction 3 White Knights across the board – in no other way!!!
CL: how often do you talk to KOS each week?
R: depends – can often talk to his representatives: Heidi, Rana Mu, LM Nada, Mr X
● lately, KOS is Obama's shadow given the intensity going on & the hatred towards this family in the
White House
CL: the ones you talk to know the sacrifices you & T are going through, and it must be hard for them to see this
R: yes, they understand the intensity of what is going on – a daily life and death situation on the planet, and they
see the life and death situations on the planet, in Aleppo, Kabul, Babylon, Mogadishu – when he said to
Ed, “When are they going to come for me for asking the question why was Michael Hastings killed?” - Ed
said I cannot answer that “ - very scary!
● He recalls the story of Ranu Mu taking him to walk across a valley and told him “Don't look down; look
only at the back of my head” - he can only focus on one step at the time: keep eyes on the prize – these
ones are in the death throes and there are races/beings here already who have committed to help
● Who will talk about total full disclosure: Canada, China, US? It is neck and neck at the moment! This
is the saving grace of what is happening at this moment. He can only go on a wing and a prayer: R has
no money to hire a gaggle of lawyers to protect himself
T: they killed Erin Schwartz, Michael Hastings – these are millenials
CL: they recognize that it is trauma and drama; we have been listening to these calls for over 8 years and it is
ongoing trauma and drama, for T & R, the world; we are halfway through 2013 and are going through
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adjustments to our own expectations re Dec 21/12; these adjustments help develop character and
growth – and we are not living like T & R! And they cannot help you!
MR: she gets calls re help for T & R; her help for the Thursday night calls is sparse and she can no longer
able to keep up the expense of supporting the radio program for Thursday night – she does need help
T: Tom the Cat said something will happen when the White Knights take the media stations down; the aligned
US troops will challenge the media stations and use force fields to prevent them from doing anything
MR: will this happen before N?
T: will happen all at once: have been told this from the very beginning
● she watches 14 -16 hours a day for the last 7 years, TV and radio;
● is watching with a fine tooth comb – she knows what Thom Hartman won't say, & what Mike
Papantonio will say when presented with a situation; Randi Rhodes will give Obama a complete go
● To find out what is really going on first, watch RT TV first – Russian TV!!! Not even Amy or link TV
Al jazeera English: she did hear that Saudi Arabia has created a centre to receive the ones from Gitmo, and
can find homes for them in SA – 86 are free to go yet are not being let go because they will talk.
R: Khalid Sheik Mohammed has done nothing: This is inside BLACK OPS.
● So many people are asking why Dick Cheney is still alive & getting $ to go on Fox News & lie publicly
T: give them love now! Their money system is gone
T asked Tom the RT Cat about keeping media people from MSNBC, Free Speech and a few others on the air:
he said Yes; what is going on is that the CEOs of the corps are telling the media ones what to say;
R: And the CEOs can call on the contractors to get certain things done, as they wish
● Refers to the movie Avatar where we saw what happened to the corps there; the contractors were
tossed off the planet
● We will make it; Mother's children can too but it depends on Mother about how she does it
T: there are a lot of people not in the news much: Randi Rhodes talks about them and to them
R: She is a unique whistle blower: her show is produced by Premier Radio Networks: she has ways to get
things on the radio no one else can
T: Tells the story of Clarissa who was on the show; her parents were killed in the late 60s as members of the
Peace and Freedom Party; her parents were killed in 1965, the same year as Malcolm X – she was only
7 when the murder happened.
● The Black Ops abducted her and took her to Fort Watuca, outside Tucson – an underground place that is
20 miles under, she has seen white albino dragons with a 40 ' wingspan.
● From 1965 – 2011, Clarissa lived in an antigravity cage and was fed some black goo intravenously
that included depleted uranium, was 53 when she got out; is now 55. She does not look a day over 20.
● The substance she was fed altered her body chemistry – at nighttime when the guards were gone, the
fairies fed her manna – she can bench press 1000 lbs. She is immortal now – there were all kinds
of creatures there, including a 6 legged horse.
● The angels, fairies, devas surrounded everyone in that space with magnetic light – as fast as they were
feeding her this goo, the fairies and devas via the magnetic light translated that goo into clean, clear
magnetic light so as fast as they fed her that stuff, she did not turn into a super soldier/orc as her
handlers expected
● What Clarissa did with the help of the fairies and the Pleiadians was open up a path of living love, living light
which bypassed all the security – she opened her cage and all the other cages so she and all the hostages went
out via the inter-dimensional doorway which led to a
shuttle craft stationed beside the underground location;
the captain and the crew were Andromedans Rex Star ship fleet – they were beamed out and taken via a
cloaking device to in an underground tunnel to Uluru – from there, she was taken to the surface via a mag lev
● ended up in Sydney, Australia - figured out with shamans help how to live and take care of herself
● Her message was that as, a super soldier, they forced her to bring back children with special powers
● she had to bide her time for 46 years until she learned how to transmute her machine DNA
● she saw children hooked up to black tubes and electronic devices; as the children outgrew the borg
maturation chambers, they were outfitted as the next generation of super soldiers
● she prayed and prayed and prayed to the forces of light to help her out of there, and so did others –
the 4th Reich plans have been cancelled

● when this iceberg of disclosure about NSA is done – there will be very few members of Congress left
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● What is happening to T & R – Clarissa is one of untold numbers of people abducted and used in this way
MR: Do we have any really uplifting news? This from those writing in – thinks people are upset due to no
speaker T: this is A SUPER UPLIFTING STORY!!!!
● the most uplifting thing we can see is that this lady got help and we have to know what is going on
and learn from people who have overcome amazing conditions with the help of fairies, angels, and the
Pleiadians
● The other thing that is uplifting is that they y are going to get arrested; also, the Fed is DEAD - this is
ecstatic news!!!
MR: yes, we have heard all of this and it is going to happen: MR thinks it is impatience, and the frustration and
challenges people are facing
T: it is not “going to happen” - IT IS HAPPENING! We need to see that all that is going on is part of the
happening.
Angelsu: to stay positive is getting harder and harder; none of this is really lifting her; She hears what is being
said – yet we are so wounded, very little lifts us anymore. She can understand why these kinds of emails are coming in. There are times when happiness and bliss will be felt, and many times when it is
not. Can understand what people are saying: can we focus in a slightly different way and bring in some
joy?
MR: she too is getting frustrated. She is wondering if this is a sign to not do StarGate round table any more? Is it
done? People are asking if she will continue with SG Round Table after the announcements; she has to
ask the questions when she has such technical challenges, and then scramble to get guests sometimes things flow, other times it makes her wonder!
● She also understands what Tara is saying - if she does not hear from someone in the next 10
minutes, she will close the program!!!!
Caller1: No speaker; fine. The Clarissa story is fine! Everything is good: depends on the attitude: loves the
stories – can't hear these stories anywhere else else.
Caller2: we are supposed to be working with Jesus Christ and the galactic beings; why are there complaints
about information that we have not heard about before; why are we not praying for these folks?
● We are supposed to be learning to love everyone, and helping T & R, and praying for all?
T: thanks to Caller 2!
Caller3: appreciates what T & R have been doing over the years; has heard AA Michael and others saying
it's coming, it's coming – has been waiting for 20 years; has lost his family over his positions it is true something is happening but nobody knows when – nobody!
● cannot believe how many years that T & R have been putting up with this
● pray for him, he prays for everyone

MR: has received 10 e-mails since she said she would close the call if no one responded; BBS has been
asked to check& see if all is working as it should be; several people say they cannot get in on Star 6

Caller4:
(1) gives a special prayer received from Hawaiian healers/kahuna – need to do it now
I come forth from the Void into Light
I am the breath that nurtures life
I am the emptiness, the hollowness, beyond all consciousness,
The ID, the I and the All
I paint my bow of rainbows across the waters
A continuum of mind and matter
I am the incoming and the outgoing of breath,
That unreachable, untouchable atom of creation
I am the I
Every time she says it, she feels in incredible blast of energy
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(2) to help all across the planet by focusing on the prayer that she reads
http://franhorvath.hubpages.com/hub/How-To-Practice-Hooponopono
The prayer is here, also info on Ho'oponopono
Caller3: we are supposed to be learning from and helping T & R
A great discussion on the purpose of the call and the role of the listeners.
MR: thanks to all – has gotten the participation that RoundTable used to get
● She has also to pay attention to the criticism and the unhappiness of people
● Round Table means we contribute our talents and abilities and interests
Caller4: there are so many on the call, need to bring all the energies together – important to have people
using this prayer, could do it every week on the program
MR: like Angelsu's beginning meditation – brings people together to set the tone
Caller3: wants to have Magic Mary say this prayer every week – Mohnah Simiona
Caller5: asks about the connection between St Germain and Count Dracula: Dracula is associated with
negative things; where does this information come from?
T: Refers to the book The Secret Teachings of all Ages by Manly P Hall.
● To begin: Count Rakozi was Count Dracula
● St Germain was alive at the same time as Count Rakozi – he was both at the same time: working with
the royals and with Napoleon. St G would appear to everyone; appeared to Napoleon on the night
of his loss to the Russians and said tonight your star will fall
● Vladimir the Impaler: during the Crusades, used to impale people; same as now – thinking to win
by killing people.
● The First Crusade was Mordred, son of Morgan le Fey of the Court of King Arthur who shape-shifted to
look like Guinevere; Arthur made love to her, thinking is was his wife and Morgan got her way and
had the heir yet it was an abomination that was created in that moment; the first Crusade occurred
during the time of Mordred, her son - Rama was Merlin at the time
● St Germain came back as Vlad to challenge the dark side. The church which condoned this kind of
behaviour was involved in a big land grab
● The children of the land at the time were those of Jeshu and Magdalene; it was Magdalene who wrote the
Templars' oath – when he came back as Vlad the Impaler, he vowed to Christ he would avenge all
the deaths and the evil of the oaths that the church made to the Black Pope to kill the children & all
others who did not follow the way of the church and who wanted to follow the ways of the Mother
● He was working on bringing back the energy of Mother – he gutted the bowels of the church where
they were doing the obscene rite: this began with Ignatius Loyala who created the order of monks called
The Society of Jesus/ Jesuits who wrested control over the catholic church
● St G made a 500 year commitment – left it in 1979 –
● this walk to getting NESARA done began in 1979 - Osha Rasnish in 1976 & the Bi-Centennial - said
that there are no more gurus – you're on your own; your own divine Higher Self is your guru
● The founding fathers of the church [country?] were deists; St Germain appeared to them and got
them to sign the documents – they knew they would be killed one way or another thanks to the English
king; they also knew immortality was the goal; they knew it was possible
● St G said sign it, posterity will make it happen
● St G left the Vatican in 1979; we picked up the gauntlet on Oct 1, 1979 and KOS told them then – Rama
knew KOS even before that
● Tara was anchored into the NESARA operation through The World Symposium on Humanity, the
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foundational beginning of the gurus coming from the east to the west to help the light workers get past
materialism, and St G was Vlad for 500 years to fight Lucifer embodied – The church is Satan embodied;
this is what the Black Pope represented
● The true teachings, and the true interpretations came through the Mother, not the Father
● Madam Blavatsky – her job was to move us past materialism - born in Russia, went to India and
created the Theosophical Society there and then came to the US after living in England and channelling
St Germain, Djwal Khul, El Morya, Kuthumi, Sananda, etc
● She channelled to the banksters – The Bauer Family – Amschel Bauer changed his name to
Rothschild in 1743 – St G/ Sir Francis Bacon taught them merchant banking; they did not like it as they
wanted to do hedge funds as we call it now; they have been doing it for 400 years
● He spent 500 years battling Lucifer in the church, behind the scenes; there are teachings that are so deep, it
goes over most peoples' heads – the Secret Teachings is very deep and involved; the masters are
giving us pieces – every time we do the astronomy
● This is not about money, but about bringing in a spiritual economy – it has taken 33 years to turn this around
which is a drop in the bucket – this is 13,000 year of not happening that we are changing in 33 years
● a very short time to unify an entire planet where things have changes so rapidly: how do we change
7.4 billion population when it took so long to create [the mess we are in]
● When the dark side has used the religions over the last 13,000 years to lead us astray & to change them and
to create fundamentalist religions; we are not going to change things unless we adopt the divine
virtues: the First Law of Love is be calm – we are being asked to be in group service & teach each other
and sharing what we have learned – it is about people getting together and bringing things to the table
and sharing what they have learned
● There was to be a Round Table in the time of Arthur – instead, we went out and killed people.
Reading: James Tyberonn
Closing:
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Avoiding the Crosshairs
The Optimal Use of Powerful Energies!
This Solstice Can Be Managed Brilliantly

The Incredible June 20-21, 2013 Super-Solstice
Article - J Tyberonn

www.earthkeeper.com Cosmic Crosshairs: The Incredible Solstice+ Remaining Key Astro Dates June-Dec 2013

2013 is absolutely an enthralling year astrologically. Events in this beginning phase of the New Earth are
meant to be so. Occurrences that occur annually, such as eclipses, solstices, equinoxes, trines, planetary
alignments, comets and meteor events began taking on crystalline geometric coding from the initiation of
the 2009 Cosmic Trigger, and these embellishments are gaining momentum in Year One!
Thus far this year, we have experienced a close quadrangle of solar and lunar eclipses, culminating on the
WESAK Full Moon Eclipse in late May. These were effectively sandwiched by the March Equinox and this
week's June Solstice. These are by no means ordinary; by no stretch of the imagination are they mundane.
And these are further greatly amplified by the massive injections of radiation via Solar Winds, prompting
the Aquarian shift.
Metatron tells us the vibrational 'bar' is being raised exponentially in terms of the planetary frequency
through these astro episodes. They are advents of enormous downloads. As the Sun rides into apexial
apogee, and a heavy downpour of astrological zingers rain in, most empaths feel the waves of intensities
beginning to crest at high tide. The Solstice on its own would be sufficient but, in 2013, it is embellished to
the tipping point. So hang on to your hats and keep the floatation devices secured! Yes, there are plenty of
squares and untoward alignments, but there are also some brilliant Trines in play. There is no need to crash
over the edge; quite the contrary- with a little focus, this can be brilliantly navigated. So keep dry & keep
cool! This solstice is chock full of yin-yang, a perfect reflection of duality. But there are many tools to work
with and the planet is receiving support from all the Cosmic Forces.
The Sun is bathing us with new rays of benevolence, and these triggers are awakening the dreamer within.
Just as the full moon Wesak eclipse thinned the veil, this solstice tosses the dimensional drapery further
aside. The sparks of crystalline cognition are beckoning in brilliance in the Midsummer night's dream;
wipe the dross from sleepy eyes, awaken & hear the song of Truth, it is the Music of the Spheres! Earth is
teeming with new codes, new energies and flexing its expanded dimensional influx. Of course it is intense use it wisely! It is cosmic adrenaline.
The month of June 2013 has 4 planetary trines and a Mega Moon taking place in the energy of the Super
Solstice. And this is a Super Solstice! The intensity on the planetary is at an all time high. It is absolutely
imperative that each of us maintain an intact Auric sheath to avoid the pitfalls of energetic short circuitry.
There are four planets currently in retrograde, (Saturn, Neptune, Pluto & Chiron) and Mercury joins the
quartet beginning its very tangible back-track on June 26th. Mercury retros have a preliminary aspect and
that is being felt now.

A brief over view of June Energies:
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• ** May 30-June 9: Mercury-Saturn-Neptune Grand Trine
• ** June 1-13: Ceres-Saturn-Neptune Grand Trine
• ** June 3-14: Mercury-Uranus-Pluto T-Square
•

** June 6-17: Venus-Uranus-Pluto T-Square

• ** June 7: Neptune Retrograde
• ** June 8: Gemini New Moon
• ** June 11: Saturn Trine Neptune
• ** June 16: Chiron Retrograde
• ** June 18-July 4: Sun-Saturn-Neptune Grand Trine
• ** June 18-August 16: Jupiter-Saturn-Neptune Grand Trine
•

** June 19: Mars Squares Chiron

• ** June 21: Sun Enters Cancer (UT-Summer Solstice)
• ** June 23: Capricorn Super-Full Moon (Closest of the Year)
•

** June 25: Jupiter enters Cancer

• ** June 25-July11: Sun-Uranus-Pluto T-Square
•

** June 26: Mercury Retrograde

Add in the inertia flow of the March equinox, 4 eclipses & solar maximum (solar winds). It is an incredible
frequency, some may feel that this week's Solstice is like being in the "Cosmic Crosshairs", it is that intense!
But the truth is that there are some incredible possibilities for positive utilization, and that this
crystoelectro-magnetic 'cocktail' is doing exactly what it is meant to do. The key is staying balanced, and
staying focused on equilibrium.
This energy is all about the Aquarian Shift, the ability of co creating the planet in theta group & individual
mediation. Mediation for creation of the New Earth. The four Grand Trines in June are all about coherent
theta visualization & focal intent manifest into reality. Each of these four Grand Trines is anchored with
Saturn and Neptune. That is a key! These are about focal manifestation, the 'Law of Belief' brought into
reality. Neptune is the creative flow and Saturn solidifies it! The solar radiation opens the pineal to kick
start the manifestation into theta wave.
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What happens flows perfectly into the other mega events of Year One. The Saturn-Jupiter-Neptune Trine
(June 18-August 16) leads directly to the activation of the Earth-Kingdoms, with emphasis on the support
of the Plant Kingdom & associated Devics, as well as the opening of the energy of Trees in support of
Humanity & the Master Beings of the Sequoia, Redwood & other majestic arboreal capacitors!
This occurs between 15-21 August, and is embellished by the Perseids Meteor Shower and the full moon.
(The Crystal Activation & Mineral Kingdom upshift took place on the 12-12-12).
(The August 'Sequoias Portal' flows into the September Equinox, which contains an incredible aperture for
the Renaissance of Enlightened 'Golden-Ages' to align in Harmonic Oscillation with the rebirth of
Humanity into the Ascension matrix of the New Earth. It is a holographic-time epoch function of ' TimeGates' & occurs thru the umbilical portals of Delphi & Rapa Nui- Navals of the Earth.)
There are ebbs and flows the remainder of the year, and June comes into a vibrational array that requires
close attention. You must keep careful control of your emotional extremes; avoid anger and untoward
aggressive tendencies at this Solstice. And keep in mind the Solstice window is a 14 day spread, 7 days
prior and 7 days after the zenith.
Emotion is highly amplified, and there is an undercurrent of tension that may allow for the unfortunate
excessive expression of skewed impression into a crisis of inappropriate offensive action. It is easy to
misinterpret another's intent or to over react, making mountains of molehills. In kind, do not seek refuge in
the intensity and under react in apathy or inactivity. Being aware of the gravitated influences at hand can
allow you to manage them optimally, and prevent an uncomfortable emotional confrontation that can
better be avoided. Don't allow when old resentments to resurface. Manage your thoughts, direct your
mental focus - instead of harboring negativity, focus on creating a better life and better world; that is
absolutely the better way to use this energy.
This solstice is teeming with a new influx of 'life force' and you can use it wisely, or you can amplify
scenarios that should not receive your focus. Do not fall into self-condemnation as the retrogrades project
their opposing wave-flow; rather, use this to go inward and recalibrate into the great and greater you!
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2013 June Solstice Chart
http://risingmoonastrology.blogspot.com/

2013 Planetary Retrogrades
Jupiter turns direct on 30 Jan 2013
**Saturn turns retrograde on 18 February 2013
Mercury turns retrograde on 23 Feb 2013
Mercury turns direct on 17 Mar 2013
**Pluto turns retrograde on 12 April 2013
**Neptune turns retrograde on 7 June 2013
**Chiron retrograde on June 16 2013
**Mercury turns retrograde on 26 Jun 2013
Saturn turns direct on 8 Jul 2013
Uranus turns retrograde on 17 Jul 2013
Mercury turns direct on 20 Jul 2013
Pluto turns direct on 20 Sep 2013
Mercury turns retrograde on 21 Oct 2013
Jupiter turns retrograde on 7 Nov 2013
Mercury turns direct on 10 Nov 2013
Neptune turns direct on 13 Nov 2013
Uranus turns direct on 17 Dec 2013
Venus turns retrograde on 21 Dec 2013

Remaining Lunar & Solar Eclipses in 2013
Lunar Eclipse Oct 18 2013
Solar Eclipse Nov 03 2013
List of Remaining Full Moons 2013 - UT Date & Time + Zodiac Degree

Remaining Power Dates - Comprehensive Astrological Events
June - December 2013
June 21 - June Solstice. The June solstice occurs at 05:04 UTC. The North Pole of the earth will be tilted
toward the Sun, which will have reached its northernmost position in the sky and will be directly over the
Tropic of Cancer at 23.44 degrees north latitude. This is the first day of summer (summer solstice) in the
northern hemisphere and the first day of winter (winter solstice) in the southern hemisphere.
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June 8 - New Moon. The Moon will be directly between the Earth and the Sun and will not be visible from
Earth. This phase occurs at 15:56 UTC.
June 23 - Full Moon. The Moon will be directly opposite the Earth from the Sun and will be fully illuminated
as seen from Earth. This phase occurs at 11:32 UTC.
July 8 - New Moon. The Moon will be directly between the Earth and the Sun and will not be visible from
Earth. This phase occurs at 07:14 UTC.
July 22 - Full Moon. The Moon will be directly opposite the Earth from the Sun and will be fully illuminated
as seen from Earth. This phase occurs at 18:15 UTC.
July 28, 29 - Southern Delta Aquarids Meteor Shower. The Delta Aquarids can produce about 20 meteors
per hour at their peak. The shower usually peaks on July 28 & 29, but some meteors can also be seen from
July 18 - August 18. The radiant point for this shower will be in the constellation Aquarius. The last quarter
moon will be around for the show and may hide some of the fainter meteors. Best viewing is usually to the
east after midnight.
August 6 - New Moon. The Moon will be directly between the Earth and the Sun and will not be visible from
Earth. This phase occurs at 21:51 UTC.
August 12, 13 - Perseids Meteor Shower. The Perseids is one of the best meteor showers to observe,
producing up to 60 meteors per hour at their peak. The shower's peak usually occurs on August 13 & 14,
but you may be able to see some meteors any time from July 23 - August 22. The radiant point for this
shower will be in the constellation Perseus. The near first quarter moon will set before midnight, leaving
optimal conditions and dark skies for what should be an awesome show. Find a location far from city lights
and look to the northeast after midnight.
August 17-21 - The Gaia-Earth-Kingdom Upshift - An incredible Gateway Frequency Portal & Download to
Up-Shift interaction between Humanity and the Earth-Kingdoms & Elements. Plant Kingdom, Mineral
Kingdom, Air Kingdom & Water Kingdom Spirits & Devics will be upshifted to assist humanity in the New
Energy of Earth. .. A special window & time to Honor the Elemental Life and receive their wisdom & healing.
August 21 - Full Moon. The Moon will be directly opposite the Earth from the Sun and will be fully
illuminated as seen from Earth. This phase occurs at 01:45 UTC.
August 27 - Neptune at Opposition. The blue planet will be at its closest approach to Earth and its face will
be fully illuminated by the Sun. This is the best time to view Neptune. Due to its distance, it will only appear
as a tiny blue dot in all but the most powerful telescopes.
September 5 - New Moon. The Moon will be directly between the Earth and the Sun and will not be visible
from Earth. This phase occurs at 11:36 UTC
September 19 - Full Moon. The Moon will be directly opposite the Earth from the Sun and will be fully
illuminated as seen from Earth. This phase occurs at 11:13 UTC.
September 20-21-22 - Portal of the New Golden Age Renaissance, bringing in the resonance of 'Golden
Age' time epochs of past enlightened ages to align with the New Earth, and set the harmonics for the
Ascension & Rebirth of Humanity. Primary receival Portals are Delphi, Greece & Rapa Nui - Navals of the
World. Disseminated globally after codes are initially downloaded in the umbilicals.
September 22 - September Equinox. The September equinox occurs at 20:44 UTC. The Sun will shine
directly on the equator and there will be nearly equal amounts of day and night throughout the world. This
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is also the first day of fall (autumnal equinox) in the northern hemisphere and the first day of spring (vernal
equinox) in the southern hemisphere.
October 3 - Uranus at Opposition. The blue-green planet will be at its closest approach to Earth and its
face will be fully illuminated by the Sun. This is the best time to view Uranus. Due to its distance, it will only
appear as a tiny blue-green dot in all but the most powerful telescopes.
October 5 - New Moon. The Moon will be directly between the Earth and the Sun and will not be visible
from Earth. This phase occurs at 00:34 UTC.
October 18 - Full Moon. The Moon will be directly opposite the Earth from the Sun and will be fully
illuminated as seen from Earth. This phase occurs at 23:38 UTC.
October 18 - Penumbral Lunar Eclipse. The eclipse will be visible throughout most of the world except for
Australia and extreme eastern Siberia. (NASA Map and Eclipse Information)
October 21, 22 - Orionids Meteor Shower. The Orionids is an average shower producing about 20 meteors
per hour at their peak. This shower usually peaks on the 21st, but it is highly irregular. A good show could
be experienced on any morning from October 20 - 24, and some meteors may be seen any time from
October 17 - 25. The gibbous moon will be a problem this year, hiding all but the brightest meteors with its
glare. Best viewing will be to the east after midnight. Be sure to find a dark location far from city lights.
November 3 - New Moon. The Moon will be directly between the Earth and the Sun and will not be visible
from Earth. This phase occurs at 12:50 UTC.
November 3 - Hybrid Solar Eclipse. The eclipse path will begin in the Atlantic Ocean off the eastern coast
of the United States and move east across the Atlantic and across central Africa.
November 17 - Full Moon. The Moon will be directly opposite the Earth from the Sun and will be fully
illuminated as seen from Earth. This phase occurs at 15:16 UTC.
November 17, 18 - Leonids Meteor Shower. The Leonids is one of the better meteor showers to observe,
producing an average of 40 meteors per hour at their peak. The shower itself has a cyclic peak year every
33 years where hundreds of meteors can be seen each hour. The last of these occurred in 2001. The
shower usually peaks on November 17 & 18, but you may see some meteors from November 13 - 20. The
full moon will prevent this from being a great show this year, but with up to 40 meteors per hour possible,
this could still be a good show. Look for the shower radiating from the constellation Leo after midnight.
December 3 - New Moon. The Moon will be directly between the Earth and the Sun and will not be visible
from Earth. This phase occurs at 00:22 UTC.
December 13, 15 - Geminids Meteor Shower. Considered by many to be the best meteor shower in the
heavens, the Geminids are known for producing up to 60 multi-colored meteors per hour at their peak. The
peak of the shower usually occurs around December 13 & 14, although some meteors should be visible
from December 6 - 19. The radiant point for this shower will be in the constellation Gemini. The gibbous
moon could be a problem this year, hiding man of the fainter meteors. But with up to 60 meteors per hour
predicted, this should still be a good show. Best viewing is usually to the east after midnight from a dark
location.
December 17 - Full Moon. The Moon will be directly opposite the Earth from the Sun and will be fully
illuminated as seen from Earth. This phase occurs at 09:28 UTC.
December 21 - December Solstice. The December solstice occurs at 17:11 UTC. The South Pole of the
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earth will be tilted toward the Sun, which will have reached its southernmost position in the sky and will be
directly over the Tropic of Capricorn at 23.44 degrees south latitude. This is the first day of winter (winter
solstice) in the northern hemisphere and the first day of summer (summer solstice) in the southern
hemisphere.
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Lunar Phase
First Quarter
Full Moon
Last Quarter
New Moon
First Quarter
Full Moon
Last Quarter
New Moon
First Quarter
Full Moon
Last Quarter
New Moon
First Quarter
Full Moon
Last Quarter
New Moon
First Quarter
Full Moon
Last Quarter
New Moon
First Quarter
Full Moon
Last Quarter
New Moon
First Quarter
Full Moon
Last Quarter
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UTC Date
UTC Time
June 16, Su.
5:25 PM
June 23, Su.
11:33 AM
June 30, Su.
4:55 AM
July 8, Mo.
7:16 AM
July 16, Tu.
3:19 AM
July 22, Mo.
6:16 PM
July 29, Mo.
5:44 PM
August 6, Tu.
9:51 PM
August 14, We.
10:57 AM
August 21, We.
1:45 AM
August 28, We.
9:35 AM
September 5, Th.
11:36 AM
September 12, Th.
5:09 PM
September 19, Th.
11:12 AM
September 27, Fr.
3:56 AM
October 5, Sa.
12:34 AM
October 11, Fr.
11:03 PM
October 18, Fr.
11:37 PM
October 26, Sa.
11:42 PM
November 3, Su.
12:49 PM
November 10, Su.
5:58 AM
November 17, Su.
3:16 PM
November 25, Mo.
7:30 PM
December 3, Tu.
12:22 AM
December 9, Mo.
3:13 PM
December 17, Tu.
9:29 AM
December 25, We.
1:50 PM
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Eastern Date
June 16, Su.
June 23, Su.
June 30, Su.
July 8, Mo.
July 15, Mo.
July 22, Mo.
July 29, Mo.
August 6, Tu.
August 14, We.
August 20, Tu.
August 28, We.
September 5, Th.
September 12, Th.
September 19, Th.
September 26, Th.
October 4, Fr.
October 11, Fr.
October 18, Fr.
October 26, Sa.
November 3, Su.
November 10, Su.
November 17, Su.
November 25, Mo.
December 2, Mo.
December 9, Mo.
December 17, Tu.
December 25, We.

Time
1:25 PM
7:33 AM
12:55 AM
3:16 AM
11:19 PM
2:16 PM
1:44 PM
5:51 PM
6:57 AM
9:45 PM
5:35 AM
7:36 AM
1:09 PM
7:12 AM
11:56 PM
8:34 PM
7:03 PM
7:37 PM
7:42 PM
7:49 AM
12:58 AM
10:16 AM
2:30 PM
7:22 PM
10:13 AM
4:29 AM
8:50 AM
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Key Remaining Power-Date & Astro-Portals in 2013 - Year ONE of New Earth
June 20-22 - Solstice Portal- Apexia 3 Days
August 16-21 - Earth Element & Earth Kingdom Upshift
September 19-23 - Golden Renaissance Upshift
December 20-23 - Solstice Reboot

The Super-Moon, Sun & Jupiter
This awesome Mega-Full Moon Moon, is a super powerful one! It happens on the 23rd, just a few
days after the solar zenith...and so merges into the larger window of the Solstice aperture. It is then a
really major amplifier of the Solstice energy, and gives an added 'push'.
The Super-Moon at the 2013 June solstice is not only aligned with the sun exactly, but is the closest
Moon to earth for 2013 - this amplifies normal solar-lunar gravitational effects and will have an even
greater effect on our emotions and auric stability. On the other hand, it also affects our ability to more
effectively & create within the Law of Attraction & Belief. Jupiter comes into huge play, being very close
to the sun and opposite the Moon at the June Solstice and this always has a powerful effect &
influence on ocean tides, wind, air and all the elements.
www.earthkeeper.com Cosmic Crosshairs: The Incredible Solstice + Remaining Key Astro Dates June-Dec 2013
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